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Part A - Personal Details
Please note that it is not possible for
representations to be considered anonymously.
Representations will be published on the
Council’s websites and included as part of the
Publication Draft Local Plan submissions to
the Inspector. Address and contact details will
removed from published responses. (Village/town
shown).
The Council reserves the right not to publish or
take into account any representations which it
considers offensive or defamatory.
Please supply an email address if you have one
as it will allow us to contact you electronically.
Everyone who submits a representation will be
added to the relevant consultation database (if
not already included) so that we can keep you
up to date with the plan. If you do not wish to be
contacted in this way please state this clearly on
the form.

Legal Compliance and Duty
to Co-operate
If commenting on how the Publication Draft
Local Plan has been prepared, it is likely that
your comments will relate to a matter of legal
compliance.
The Inspector will check that the Plan meets the
legal requirements
You should consider the following before making
a representation on legal compliance:
•

The Plan should be included in the current
Local Development Scheme (LDS) and the
key stages should have been followed.

•

The process of community involvement
for the Plan in question should be in general
accordance with the Statement of
Community Involvement (SCI).

•

The Plan should comply with the Town
and County Planning (Local Planning)
(England) Regulations 2012 (the Regulations).
On publication, the LPA must publish the
documents prescribed in the Regulations;
making them available on its website and at
its principal offices. It must also notify the
Local Plan bodies (as set out in the
Regulations) and any persons who have
requested to be notified.

•

The LPA must provide a Sustainability
Appraisal Report. This should identify
the process by which it has been carried out,
baseline information used to inform the
process and the outcomes of that process.

•

LPAs will be expected to provide evidence of
how they have complied with the Duty to
Co-operate.

•

Non-compliance with the duty to cooperate
cannot be rectified after the Plan’s
submission. Therefore the Inspector has no
power to recommend modifications in this
regard. Where the duty has not been
complied with, the Inspector has no choice
but to recommend non-adoption of the Plan.

If an agent or consultant has been engaged to act
on your behalf please fill in both sets of details in
full. Correspondence will be sent to the agent. If
you are a landowner with an agent acting on your
behalf, please ensure that your agent knows the
site name and reference number which your site
has been given.

Part B - Representation
Please specify which section of the Publication
Draft Local Plan your comments relate to, by
choosing one of the following;
Section 1

A response to this section will be
reported to all 3 authorities.

Section 2 Colchester
Section 2 Tendring
Section 2 Braintree

}

These plans are
specific to each
authority.

Which part of the plan are you responding to
(please use one form per submission):
Paragraph:

for a representation on wording or
paragraph content

Policy:

for a representation on the wording
or inclusion or omission of a policy

Other:

for example a map inset number,
site reference or the wording or
content of tables or appendices

Soundness
Soundness is explained in National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF) paragraph 182. The
Inspector has to be satisfied that the Plan is
positively prepared, justified, effective and
consistent with national policy.
More details and further guidance on what is
meant by the term ‘soundness’ can be found
below and at; www.planningportal.gov.uk
Positively prepared
This means that the Plan should be prepared
based on a strategy which seeks to meet
objectively assessed development and
infrastructure requirements, including unmet
requirements from neighbouring authorities where
it is reasonable to do so and consistent with
achieving sustainable development.
Justified
The Plan should be the most appropriate strategy
when considered against reasonable alternatives,
based on a proportionate, robust and credible
evidence base.
Effective
The Plan should be deliverable over its period and
based on effective joint working on crossboundary strategic priorities, sound infrastructure
delivery planning and no regulatory or national
planning barriers. It should be flexible to changing
circumstances
Consistent with national policy
The Plan should be consistent with national
policy. Departure must be clearly justified.
If you think the content of the Plan is not sound
because it does not include a policy where it
should do, you should go through the following
steps before making representations:
•

•

Is the issue with which you are concerned
already covered specifically by national
planning policy? If so it does not need to be
included?
Is what you are concerned with covered by
any other policies in the Plan on which you
are seeking to make representations or in any
other Plan?

•

If the policy is not covered, how is the Plan
unsound without the policy?

•

If the Plan is unsound without the policy, what
should the policy say?

Using the spaces provided please give details of
why you think the Publication Draft Local Plan is
not ‘sound having regard to the legal compliance,
duty to cooperate and the four requirements
set out above. You should try to support your
representation by evidence showing why the Plan
should be modified. If your representation is
over 100 words please include a summary of
its main points in the box provided.
It will be helpful if you also say precisely
how you think the Plan should be modified.
Representations should cover succinctly all
information, evidence and supporting information
necessary to support/justify the representation
and suggested modification, as there will not
normally be a further opportunity to make
submissions based on the original representation
made at publication.
Where there are groups who share a common
view on how they wish to see a Plan modified,
it would be very helpful for that group to send
a single representation which represents the
view. In such cases the group should indicate
how many people it is representing and how
the representation has been authorised.
All the formal representations received during this
stage will be submitted to and considered by the
appointed independent Planning Inspector at the
public examination on the Plan. The process is
likely to include public hearings. The Inspector
will determine the most appropriate procedure to
adopt to hear those who choose to participate at
this stage. If you would like to appear and speak
at the hearings, please state this and explain
in the space provided why you consider it is
necessary that you participate.
Representations can be sent:
•

Via the Council’s online consultation portal:
http://tendringconsult.objective.co.uk/portal

•

Via a representation form which can
be downloaded from the website and
returned via email to
planning.policy@tendringdc.gov.
uk

•

or by post to:
Planning Policy,
Tendring District Council
Thorpe Road
Weeley
Essex
CO16 9AJ
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PART B

REPRESENTATION FORM
Please Note: If your representation relates to Section One of the North Essex Strategic Plan / Garden
Communities you only need to respond to one of the Local Authorities. All representations received by
Braintree, Colchester and Tendring relating to Section One of the Plan(s) will be submitted together.
You do not need to return this form if you have completed a response using any of the Council’s online
systems for this consultation. Duplicates will not be considered
Please specify which section of the Publication Draft Local Plan your comments relate to by
choosing one of the following:
x Section 2 Tendring
Section 1
Section 2 Colchester
Section 2 Braintree
Which part of the section are you responding to?
e.g. Paragraph/Policy/Map/Other Section 9.1, Policy SAMU1 & Proposals Map
Do you consider the Local Plan is Legally compliant?
No
x Yes
Does it comply with the Duty to Co-operate?
Yes
No
Do you consider the Local Plan is Sound?
No
x Yes
If you do not consider the Local Plan is sound, please specify on what grounds:
Positively prepared
Justified
Effective
Consistent with National Policy
Enter your full representation here:

See attached.

Continue onto next page

If your representation is more than 100 words, please provide a brief summary here:
AMH / Edme support Policy SAMU1 as drafted and consider it to be sound. It is noted that TW Logistics
has sought allocation of the Edme Site for employment use and also a port expansion policy. It is
considered that these changes would not be sound.

Please specify the changes needed to be made to make the Plan sound / legally compliant

Do you wish to participate at the oral part of the examination?
x Yes
No
If Yes - you wish to participate at the oral part of the examination, please outline why you
consider this to be necessary
AMH considers that it is essential that they participate at the Examination, in order to respond to claims
being made by a third party regarding the Edme Site.

Please note the inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear
those who have indicated that they wish to participate at the oral part of the examination.
Did you raise the matter that is the subject of your representation with the LPA earlier
in the process of the preparation of the Local Plan
x Yes
No
If yes which stage
Issues and Options

x

Preferred Options

Do you wish to be notified?
x

When the document is submitted for independent examination?

x

When the Inspectors Report is published?

x

When document is adopted?

Braintree & Tendring: Return by 5pm 28th July 2017
(responses to section 2 Braintree and Tendring will not be accepted after this date. After
this date responses to Section 1 should be sent to Colchester Borough Council)

Colchester: Return by 5pm 11th August 2017

SAMU1 – Development at Edme Maltings, Mistley

Anglia Maltings (Holdings) Limited (AMH) owns two businesses in Mistley: Edme Ltd, which supplies
food ingredients mainly to the Bakery industry, with 25% of sales being exported; and the Mistley
Maltings, part of Crisp Malting Group which supplies brewing, distilling and food ingredients
businesses. Edme and Mistley Maltings represent the largest employers in Mistley and one of the
larger employers within the District.
Anglia Maltings (Holdings) Limited (AMH)/ Edme support Policy SAMU1 as drafted. The policy has
been included following detailed representations to the previous draft of the Plan (Preferred
Options Local Plan), in September 2016. These representations are attached at Appendix 1. In
summary, the representations covered the following points:











Background to the Edme Site and the food processing business carried out there.
The history associated with the draft policy.
Photos, illustrating the constraints of the existing buildings and why they are not suited to
modern employment.
A Business Case explaining why the Edme business within AMH must relocate to a new site
was included.
An agency report on the state of the existing buildings, the lack of demand for them and the
benefits of the redevelopment to employment.
Details of marketing of the site and the lack of employment demand.
The proposed masterplanning and sketch views were attached and explained.
An assessment of transport impacts and benefits.
Public consultation undertaken and feedback received.
A Sustainability Appraisal.

In summary, AMH and its 2 businesses, mainly Edme, is a key employer within the District and must
relocate to a site where it can provide modern production facilities. A potential site for relocation is
being sought within Tendring District. In order for the relocation to be viable, AMH must dispose of
the current site for residential led development. Such a redevelopment would also deliver a wide
range of benefits for Mistley.
The existing buildings are constrained and are not suited to employment use. They have been
marketed and an assessment of them has been carried out by a local commercial agent. There is also
photographic evidence of the constraints associated with the buildings. All of the evidence suggests
that the proposed redevelopment would be beneficial.
The proposed policy SAMU1 updates and improves upon Policy LMM1 from the adopted Local Plan
(2007). It also includes land which has extant planning permissions for circa 50 dwellings. The
principle of residential led development at the site is therefore well established.
We note that TW Logistics Ltd objected to the Preferred Options Local Plan in September 2016. It
stated that the Edme Site should be identified on the Local Plan Proposals Map as an employment

site. It also sought new policies regarding expansion of the port storage onto land owned by third
parties. These arguments have been made by TWL previously and rejected, including by the Court of
Appeal.
In relation to the suggestion that the Edme site should be identified as an employment site, this
approach would be inconsistent with the adopted Local Plan, which acknowledged the need for
Edme to relocate and the need for residential led development in conjunction with this. Whilst
Edme’s plan to relocate has been delayed during the financial downturn, the need for a residential
led development remains just as important, if not more so now. The proposals would not only
secure the future of an important local employer, but they would also deliver more modern and fit
for purposes employment space as part of the proposed masterplan.
In respect of TW Logistic’s suggestions that there should be a port expansion policy, we note the
following:












There is no policy or requirement for Local Planning Authorities to safeguard land for port
use or any suggestion that port uses should take precedence over other land uses required
within a given area. Policy requires the Council to take a balanced consideration of
regeneration proposals for the area, looking at the underlying objectives of the policy to
secure regeneration as well as any benefits arising from port expansion.
The storage uses proposed by TW Logistics appear highly likely to conflict with the historic
buildings at the Edme Site and also nearby residential uses, by virtue of the noise, dust and
visual appearance. This is evident from the storage activities that already take place at the
port. These activities are disruptive to local residents.
TW Logistics did not progress discussions with AMH about the use of warehouse space when
invited to do so in conjunction with the Thorn Quay Warehouse planning application. The
Planning Statement for the application sets out details of this. The Council has equally been
unable to obtain any such information, despite requesting it.
TW Logistics has never provided any details of what its requirement involves, in terms of
how much space is sought, how it would be accessed, what would be stored and alike. This is
clearly important in determining whether the requirement can be met within a sensitive
area, near residential dwellings and historic buildings. By means of example, one material
stored by the port is fertilizer, which is a semi hazardous product.
The Adams Hendry / MDS Transmodal Assessment of Mistley Port, referred to by TW
Logistics, is a dated study. In our view, this study is distinguished by its uncritical stance to
the propositions of need advanced to its authors by TWL on the basis of undisclosed or
unchecked data. Many of the claims about the need for expansion land are either
exaggerated or contrary to the available evidence. It was also based on policies and
guidance that have since been superseded. The study cannot therefore represent a robust
evidence base to the Local Plan. A critique of the AH / MDS report was carried out by AMH in
2011 and is attached at Appendix 2.
TW Logistics has lodged a number of judicial review proceedings seeking to frustrate
development at the Edme Site and seeking to safeguard the land for port use. This includes
in conjunction with the planning applications for the Thorn Quay Warehouse, which forms
part of the Edme Site. These claims have been dismissed by the courts, most recently in
February 2015, by the Court of Appeal. Within the decision, The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice

Sullivan states that “the Claimant’s contention that the “optimum viable use” is for port
related activities is, in reality, a thinly disguised attempt to reargue the unsuccessful case
that was put by the Claimant in the CAMP case [a historic judicial review proceeding by TWL]
as to the appropriate future use of the quayside. The Council’s view as to the optimum use
of the quayside in general, and the TQW in particular, clearly differs from that of the
Claimant, but that difference (which is at the heart of this ground of appeal) is a matter of
planning judgement, not law.”
It would not therefore be sound to designate the Edme Site as an employment site, or include a port
expansion policy within the Local Plan. Taking such an approach would mean that the plan was not
positively prepared, justified, effective or consistent with national policy. Instead, the current
approach adopted by the Council within the Publication Draft Local Plan (June 2017), would meet
these tests of soundness.
In the event that Policy SAMU1 and the associated issues set out above are discussed at the Local
Plan Examination, AMH would wish to appear and take part in the discussions.

Anglia Malting
(Holdings) Ltd
Representations to the
Tendring District Local Plan
Preferred Options
September 2016

VRG Planning Ltd
www.vrgplanning.co.uk
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1.

INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND

1.1

VRG Planning Ltd is instructed by Anglia Maltings (Holdings) Limited (AMH) to submit
objections to the Tendring District Local Plan Preferred Options (July 2016). AMH is the
parent company of Edme Limited, which currently owns and occupies the site.

1.2

AMH owns two businesses in Mistley: Edme Ltd, which supplies food ingredients mainly to
the Bakery industry, with 25% of sales being exported; and the Mistley Maltings, part of
Crisp Malting Group which supplies brewing, distilling and food ingredients businesses.
Edme has been part of the AMH Group for many years.

The Mistley Maltings was

acquired in 2009. Edme and Mistley Maltings represent the largest employers in Mistley
and one of the larger employers within the District.
1.3

The Edme site is highly constrained and despite making considerable investment in it over
the past 11 years, Edme now has no alternative but to relocate. The existing site will
become redundant and require regeneration, a situation first identified in the 2007 Local
Plan policy LMM1. Therefore, the plan needs to recognise this situation and include
appropriate policies to secure the regeneration of the site. In this context, previous and
current representations submitted on behalf of AMH seek to:•

Include the Edme site within the list of regeneration areas identified in the Plan.

•

Provide a mixed-use policy allocation for the Edme site to secure its regeneration and
illustrate this on the Proposals Map.

•

Remove the proposed employment safeguarding that applies to the Edme site, as set
out within draft policy and associated evidence base reports.

•

Make a specific allowance within policy and the associated evidence base reports for
residential development as part of a mixed use redevelopment of the Edme site.

•

Ensure that this brownfield site takes precedence over green field allocations being
considered, in accordance with National planning policy and guidance.

1.4

These representations sets out the case in greater detail and explains recent progress
made in formulating redevelopment proposals for the Edme site.

1.5

As a result of much detailed work on a redevelopment scheme, AMH believe the plan
should promote a more positive site specific policy to guide the regeneration of the site. A
proposed approach to this is advanced in these representations.

6/9/2016
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THE EDME SITE
Features of the Site

2.1

The extent and key features of the Edme Site are illustrated on the plan attached at
Appendix 1. Further details of the Edme Site are also provided in the photos and schedule
of accommodation at Appendix 2 and the masterplan analysis contained at Appendix 3.

2.2

The site is within the Manningtree & Mistley Conservation Area and is surrounded by
Listed Buildings situated around Mistley Green and the High Street. The dominant building
on the site, Number 2 Maltings, (a Grade II listed building), is largely unused and in need of
refurbishment, only the ground floor is occupied at present. Refurbishment of this building
will be costly. There are also a number of cottages facing the High Street, which the
Council is keen to see retained as a positive feature of the Conservation Area.

2.3

The site is split by Mistley High Street, which currently presents a constraint to EDME. The
site is surrounded by residential properties, which presents inherent difficulties for
industrial users, particularly those, such as EDME, which require 24 hour operation.

2.4

There is a public footpath crossing the site, which is known as Essex Way. Whilst this
currently represents a constraint to industrial operations, redevelopment provides an
opportunity to enhance its setting.

2.5

The existing buildings on the site vary in age and condition, but are generally dated and
are not well suited to food processing or other industrial activity.

2.6

The site is thought to be contaminated, due to its previous uses. In addition, some of the
existing buildings contain asbestos and there are a number of underground structures that
will need to be removed. Redevelopment can generate a permanent solution to address
these issues.

Current Local Planning Policies & Previous Local Plan
Inspector’s Report
2.7

The Edme site is allocated for mixed use, residential-led development in the adopted local
Plan, adopted in 2007. This was in recognition of Edme’s intention to relocate, which had
to be delayed due to the economic downturn. Specific policy allocations are as follows:

6/9/2016
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•

Policy LMM1 (Mistley Urban Regeneration Area)

•

Policy HG1 (Housing) and corresponding Appendix 2 (New Housing Site Allocations)
– refers to 100 dwellings being delivered at the site

2.8

•

Policy QL6 (Urban Regeneration Areas)

•

Policy QL8 (Mixed Uses)

•

Proposals Map allocations

•

Development Briefs / Mixed Use

•

Urban Regeneration Area

The above allocations came about as a result of the Inspector’s report following the Local
Plan Inquiry in 2007. This report confirmed that:
“It would be unreasonable to require the entire site to be retained for employment,
given the constraints on use of the site which are not disputed by the Council
(12.28.35).”
“The objectors have actively marketed the site but with only limited response.
Although there had been some interest from MQF, this had not been followed
through. I agree with the objectors that this indicates that there is no tangible
demand for the site in its current form (12.28.29).”
“The objectors had sought advice from a local firm of Chartered Surveyors
(Whybrow) on the likely demand for employment floorspace in the Mistley area.
The advice concluded that the existing buildings are wholly unsuitable for the
needs of modern industry and warehousing, having particular regard to their age,
layout, condition and limited servicing facilities. The Council… confirmed during the
Inquiry session, that this advice from Whybrow is not disputed (12.28.32).”

Extent Planning Permissions
2.9

There are three key planning permissions for the site, granted since the previous Local
Plan was adopted in 2007.

2.10

The first relates to the Thorn Quay Warehouse, located on the north east side of the High
Street. Permission was granted in 2014 for a re-development involving 45 dwellings, office
space and warehouse space. A variation application has recently been made to alter the
access and parking arrangements.
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The second relates to The Abbey, located to the north side of the site. Permission was
granted in 2011 (and renewed in 2016) for six dwellings, four of which were existing.

2.12

The third relates to the area around the Edme Chimney. Planning permission was granted
in 2012 (and renewed in 2016), for a new warehouse building and an access road through
the site.

6/9/2016
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3.

HISTORIC REPRESENTATIONS

3.1

There is a long history of representations in relation to the Edme site, dating back to the
last Local Plan Inquiry, held in 2007. When the 2007 Local Plan was prepared in draft
form, it identified much of the Edme site for employment use, with the exception of the
Thorn Quay Warehouse. Following representations by AMH, the Inspector determined that
the site should be subject to a Mixed Use residential led allocation. The resulting Local
Plan remains adopted at the time of writing.

3.2

Between 2009 and 2013, the Council prepared a draft Core Strategy and various
associated documents, which were subject to public consultation. At each stage, the
Council sought to remove the mixed use allocation for the site and replace it with an
employment safeguarding allocation. Representations on behalf of AMH have explained in
detail why this is not appropriate and that the original mixed use allocation must be
retained. These representations include the following:
•

February 2010, December 2010 and April 2011 – Draft Mistley Supplementary
Planning Document

3.3

•

December 2010 – Draft Core Strategy

•

November 2011 – Possible Housing Sites

•

January 2013 – Proposed Submission Draft Core Strategy

•

February 2013 – Conservation Area Management Plan for Mistley

•

February 2014 – Draft Local Plan

Representations to the 2007 Local Plan were based on the assumption that Edme would
relocate from the current site in Mistley. This became difficult to implement in the period
following the economic downturn following 2008. However, the need to relocate is now
very pressing and must go ahead, in order to ensure the continued success of the
business.
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FOR

EMPLOYMENT

RE-

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SITE
Review of employment demand
4.1

Advice has been sought from local agents Whybrow (a well-established firm dealing with
employment land transactions throughout Essex.), to supplement my firm’s knowledge and
to ascertain the demand for employment floorspace within the Mistley area. A copy of
Whybrow’s advice is attached at Appendix 4.

4.2

Whybrow have inspected the existing buildings and concluded that they are wholly
unsuitable for the needs of modern industrial and warehousing companies, particularly due
to their age, layout, condition and limited servicing facilities. The No 2 Maltings is
considered to be unsuited to employment use, due to its current condition, poor ceiling
heights, numerous columns and the likely cost of conversion. Consequently, if the existing
buildings were retained, there is likely to be a high level of vacancies and bad neighbour
uses which would have a detrimental impact on the amenity of residents and the character
of the area.

4.3

The report explains that the majority of employment development within Tendring takes
place in the larger centres of Clacton and Harwich. Demand within the Mistley area is poor,
with a very low level of transactions, generally involving small units let on short leases and
at low rental levels.

4.4

Drawing on previous experience within the area, Whybrow consider that the level of takeup for an industrial development in the Mistley area would be no larger than 465 sqm
(5,000 sq ft) per annum. Based on a theoretical site capacity of 9,290 (100,000 sq ft), it
would take around 20 years to dispose of the Edme site assuming it could attract the
demand. This would clearly be uneconomic for any developer and a waste of a brownfield
land resource.

Marketing of the site
4.5

Notwithstanding the lack of demand, a marketing exercise for the Edme site has been
undertaken by GVA Grimley / Whybrow since 2006. This has included advertising in the
local press, placing a prominent advertisement on the site and working with TDC’s
economic investment department to pursue any enquiries for the site.
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The outcome has been as follows:
•

TDC has passed on two enquiries neither of which has been actively taken forward.

•

Two enquiries have emerged from GVA Grimley’s marketing exercise. One of these is
unlikely to be compatible with the existing buildings at the Edme site (a wholesale
retail warehouse) and the other from a small business looking for workspace similar to
that being provided at the Number 1 Maltings.

•

The only potential occupier enquiry was from TWL, which operates the Mistley Port
and uses it to import/export aggregates and other bulk cargoes such as grain,
fertiliser, salt, urea, granite products etc.

4.7

Meetings were held with TWL between 2007 and 2010, but the company did not taken
matters forward nor demonstrate any serious commitment. More specifically:
•

The Number 2 Maltings was offered to TWL, but rejected by it as unsuitable to its
th

needs (correspondence from TWL dated 9 June 2009).
•

rd

Lease of the Thorn Quay Warehouse was offered (23 November 2010 meeting and
th

AMH correspondence dated 12 January 2011), but not taken forward and TWL were
unable to identify the use to which it would put the warehouse.
•

In any event, the main body of the site to the south of the High Street does not form
part of the historic port, is unsuited for port related use because of the location of the
Listed Building and its location in the conservation area, the close presence of existing
residential development in the area and the need for cargoes to be transported across
the High Street to and from the port for use either for open storage or of handling bulk
cargoes

4.8

Overall, the marketing exercise has confirmed that there is no tangible demand for
employment floorspace at the site and none is likely to materialise in the foreseeable
future. As noted at paragraph 2.8 above, this was accepted by the Council and Inspector at
the Local Plan inquiry in 2007. Nothing has occurred over the intervening period to alter
this state of affairs and the plan should recognise this reality.
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POLICIES

AND

REVISIONS

REQUIRED
Proposed policy approach
5.1

The function of development plans, as set out in government guidance including the
National Planning Policy Framework, amongst other things, to achieve the following:

5.2

•

Plan positively for change

•

Encourage regeneration of brownfield sites and mixed use

•

Conserve and enhance the historic environment

•

Generate certainty for investors and the community alike

These goals should be uppermost in formulating an appropriate policy for the future of the
Edme site that enables, rather than frustrates renewal. The starting point is that Edme has
decided to vacate their obsolete industrial premises in the near future and transfer
operations elsewhere. Consequently a clear site-specific policy is essential to encourage
the early regeneration of the site for appropriate new uses that recognise local constraints
and meet local needs.

5.3

Prolonged vacancy or dereliction should be avoided in view of the Conservation Area
status of the site and the presence of an unused Listed Building located at the heart of the
settlement. Moreover national policy requires the best use and early regeneration of
brownfield land.

5.4

The business benefits derived from the relocation of Edme to fit for purpose
accommodation will be considerable, thereby meeting other important national and local
policy goals.

National Planning Policy Guidance and Legislation
5.5

Guidance in the National Planning Policy Framework states that investment in business
should not be over-burdened by the combined requirements of planning policy
expectations. It goes on to state that policies should recognise and seek to address
potential barriers to investment, as well as taking a positive and proactive approach to
encouraging sustainable economic growth (paragraph 21). The guidance also states that
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planning policies should avoid the long term protection of sites allocated for employment
use where there is no reasonable prospect of a site being used for that purpose
(paragraph 22).
5.6

In recognition of the oversupply of poor quality employment floorspace and the pressing
need to improve housing supply on brownfield land, the Government introduced Permitted
Development rights to covert these uses to residential. These rights have recently been
extended. This is an important indication of the Government’s desire to prevent unsuitable
employment land and buildings being retained under general safeguarding policies.

5.7

It is also important to recognise the requirements arising from legislation and policy relating
to Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings.

5.8

Sections 16 and 66 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990
requires that decision makers have special regard to the desirability of preserving Listed
Buildings, their setting, or any features of special architectural or historic interest which
they possesses.

5.9

Paragraph 137 of the National Planning Poliyc Framework states that Local Planning
Authorities should look for opportunities for new development within Conservation Areas
and within the setting of heritage assets to enhance or better reveal their significance. It
goes on to state that proposals that preserve those elements of the setting that make a
positive contribution to or better reveal the significance of the asset should be treated
favourably.

5.10

These requirements associated with the existing heritage designations can only be met
through residential led mixed use re-development of the site.

Objections

to

Policy

PP

6

(Employment)

and

the

Employment Land Review
5.11

Policy PP 6 is a blanket policy applying to all employment sites mentioned in the
Employment Land Review (2016), whatever their quality. It carries a presumption against
any changes of use, despite the potential benefits of otherwise eminently sensible
alternative regeneration schemes. Policy PP 6 and the associated ELR should be far more
selective in order to accord with other established policies.

5.12

The Employment Land Review (2016) recommends at Page 59 that the site is safeguarded
for employment use, but also accepts that the buildings may not find any future
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employment use and recommends that a Development Brief be drawn up considering the
potential for the estate. This is an inflexible and contradictory position that would frustrate
any future development proposals for the site.
5.13

At Page 65 the ELR contains an assessment of the Edme site. This understates the
Development Constraints and overstates the Occupier Attractiveness for employment use,
areas where the Whybrow advice and marketing exercise has demonstrated the site to be
very constrained. The basis of the consultant’s assessment is not explained and they did
not consult with Edme (the long term occupier of the site) in order to formulate its
assessment.

5.14

The SHLAA document published in 2014 considers that there is potential to deliver circa
99 dwellings at the Edme site, 49 of which would be via the Thorn Quay development that
was recently granted planning permission. The document under-estimates the capacity, as
it assumes that Edme would remain at the site, which is no longer the case. It is,
nevertheless, not clear why the ELR takes a clearly contradictory position to the SHLAA
document in terms of the appropriate future for the site. The approach to this important
regeneration site has not been addressed in any coherent or systematic manner in the
draft plan.

Objections to Policy LP1 (Housing) and Proposals Maps
5.15

Policy LP1 (Housing) currently specifies the total number of dwellings to be delivered
within each settlement, but does not confirm how these numbers have been arrived at. The
proposals map contains housing allocations, but there is no corresponding schedule of
these sites, confirming any details of how many dwelings are proposed or other details, as
would normally be the case. The 2007 Plan contained an appendix providing this
information and we consider this is needed for the draft plan now proposed.

5.16

The Council has indicated that the underlying dwelling assumptions which informed the
housing numbers within Policy LP1 are set out within a Local Plan Committee report dated
April 2016. This document confirms that the only allowances for dwellings within
Manningree, Lawford and Mistley relate to green field allocations. These allocations are
located at:
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AMH objects to this approach and consider that the plan must make proper allowance for
the potential to deliver housing at brownfield sites before considering greenfield sites, as
the current adopted plan does. The current adopted plan confirms within Appendix 2 that
circa 100 dwellings will be delivered at the Edme site. The masterplan work that has been
undertaken and the planning applications since submitted confirm that the site can
accommodate 130 to 150 dwellings.

5.18

The Proposals Map also contains a number of Mixed Use allocations, but there is no
corresponding policy within the plan, nor any schedule of the sites. We consider that a
mixed use policy must be introduced and a schedule of the sites appended, with details of
what is anticipated at each location. Without this, it is not clear what is intended in relation
to these allocations.

Objection to Policy PP14 – Priority Areas for Regeneration
5.19

The Edme site is identified within the adopted Local Plan as falling within an Urban
Regeneration Area. This policy designation has not been carried over to the draft Local
Plan. No explanation is given for this oversight. Given the out moded buildings at the site
and the significant change that will occur at the site within the plan period, it appears
appropriate that the regeneration area allocation should be carried over and included
within Policy PP 14. AMH therefore object to the absence of the site from this policy and
request that the designation is re-instated in the draft Local Plan in order to ensure the
sustainable re-use of the site within a reasonable time period.

Objection to Mixed Use designations / Proposals Map /
Proposed Site Specific Policy
5.20

Policy PP 6 seeks to protect the majority of the main Edme site for employment purposes,
unless there is no likelihood of employment continuing. As the prospect of continuing
employment use is remote and was accepted by the council as long ago as 2007, it is in
the proper interests of the area that a new deliverable land use mix is promoted through
this Local Plan review.

5.21

The cleanest and most appropriate policy mechanism is to identify the Edme site as a
mixed-use development on the Manningtree, Lawford and Mistley Proposals Map (a pink
delineation is used on other proposals maps within the plan for mixed use).
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A site specific policy, similar to Policy LMM1 of the adopted Local Plan, is required for the
Edme site. This policy will no longer need to refer to the needs of the port operator, for the
reasons set out at paragraph 4.7 above. It also noted that this issue related to the Thorn
Quay Warehouse, for which planning permission has already been granted for redevelopment.
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6.

EDME’S BUSINESS CASE

6.1

A decision has been taken by AMHL that Edme must relocate, regardless of the future of
its existing site. The Business Case contained in Appendix 5 sets out the reasons for the
Board’s decision.

6.2

In summary, the business is expanding rapidly and has good prospects, due to the
popularity of the products produced from Edme’s flour, malt and seed products. However,
the business operates within a highly competitive market in which there are narrow
margins and increasingly strict Government food standards. It is essential that the
Company minimises costs to remain competitive.

6.3

The use of the existing buildings is very inefficient and they are costly to maintain and
operate from. This results from inherent problems due to their age, condition and layout. It
is costly to install new technology into the existing buildings. For example, the installation
of new mill plant was 25% higher than it would have been on an unconstrained site.

6.4

It is becoming increasingly difficult and expensive to comply with legislative requirements
relating to Food Safety and Health and Safety, due to inherent problems of adapting outmoded buildings.

6.5

Edme has ruled out restructuring on its existing site, because it is too constrained to
develop a replacement factory. Factors mitigating against redevelopment include the
changes in levels, the need to retain Listed Buildings and others of merit, the segregation
of the site by roads and footpaths, and unsuitable highway access for HGV’s. Moreover,
the general high quality of the surrounding environment is incompatible with making a high
level of investment in a functional industrial complex.

6.6

In the light of the above, AMHL’s Board of Directors has determined that Edme will
relocate to an alternative site as soon as possible and the workforce have been informed.
It is hoped that a site may be found within the Tendring District, but this cannot be
guaranteed.
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7.

VISION FOR THE EDME SITE

7.1

AMH has commissioned a study of the potential of the Edme landholdings for a viable
redevelopment that has regard to practical constraints and opportunities as well as local
aspirations and needs. The findings are robust from a technical and planning policy
perspective and should be used as the basis for formulating an appropriate policy
framework in the Local Plan.

7.2

The vision for the Edme site is encompassed in a masterplan and illustrations of notional
proposals for a residential led mixed-use scheme, attached at Appendix 3. The proposals
have been worked up by VRG Planning Ltd and Calls Architecture Ltd, who have a
significant history of working locally.

7.3

The illustrative layout delivers a mixed-use development, including circa 1,340 sqm
(14,400 sq ft) of employment use, approximately 130 to 150 dwellings and the potential for
an element of leisure use.

7.4

The layout retains existing buildings of merit and respects the historic setting whilst also
delivering a mix of suitable uses to meet local needs. As a large number of the existing
industrial buildings have a seriously detrimental impact on the Conservation Area and the
setting of the No 2 Maltings Listed Building, the master plan illustrates the exciting scope
for enhancing the quality of the Conservation Area and the centre of Mistley itself.

Transport considerations
7.5

Transport advice has been obtained from Peter Evans Partnership is attached at
Appendix 6. The main conclusions of the study are as follows:•

Accessible by public transport, being directly next to the railway station and served by
a regular bus service.

•

There are a reasonable range of facilities and services within walking distance of the
site.

•

The additional trips associated with the proposed development would not be unduly
large in the context of existing traffic flows and efficient operation of the highway
network.

•

The proposals would reduce the number of lorries and fork lift trucks using Mistley
High Street, thereby improving the amenity of local residents.
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There would be benefits from reducing HGV and fork lift movements in the centre of
Mistley on highways and environmental grounds.
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8.

PUBLIC CONSULTATION

8.1

Public consultation on the notional scheme (similar to that detailed at Appendix 3) was
undertaken with key local stakeholders in September 2006 and further written comments
were received following these meetings. The scope of the consultation exercise and the
presentational information were discussed fully with TDC prior to holding the meetings and
the authority was invited to the meetings.

8.2

The conclusions that may be drawn from the consultation exercise are as follows:
•

The principles of the notional scheme were generally supported.

•

Various detailed practical suggestions have been made as to how the proposals might
be improved. These can be taken on board in due course as detailed proposals come
forward.

•

None of the stakeholders appears to be suggesting that the whole site should be
retained for employment use.
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9.

SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL

9.1

The threshold for Sustainability Appraisal of employment sites appears to be unclear. We
have however prepared a Sustainability Appraisal for our proposed site-specific policy,
based on the methodology used by TDC in its Sustainability Appraisal Stage 2
Environmental Report. A comparative assessment has also been undertaken, assuming
that the site is safeguarded for employment use. These are attached at Appendix 7.

9.2

The following points arising from the Sustainability Appraisal are particularly noteworthy:•

The site is highly accessible by public transport and its redevelopment will ensure that
the site continues to be used in an optimal manner, rather than falling vacant.

•

There will be significant social benefits in providing more housing on previously
developed land.

•

The proposals will have a positive impact on Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings.
They will also maintain and enhance existing buildings of merit on the site that might
otherwise fall into disrepair.

•

The proposals will reduce noise levels and improve quality of life for surrounding
residents.

•

The main site will enjoy public access that would be denied if retained in industrial use
because of security considerations.

•

The relocation of Edme will ensure that the company can continue to grow and make
a stronger economic contribution as well as being significantly more energy efficient.

•

The proposals will allow existing contamination to be remediated and asbestos
removed safely, thereby minimising pollution of air, water and land.

•

The relocation of Edme is likely to reduce the length of journeys to and from its clients,
the majority of which are located north of the existing site.

9.3

Overall, the appraisal demonstrates that the proposals would deliver a significantly more
sustainable form of development than is currently envisaged through employment
safeguarding.
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10. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
10.1

To conclude, the Edme site will shortly become vacant as the company has decided to
relocate. A mixed-use residential-led allocation will ensure that optimum use can be made
of the site whilst delivering sustainable development and taking into account local needs.
This approach has already been found to be the most appropriate in conjunction with the
Local Plan Inquiry for the adopted Local Plan.

10.2

If the existing employment allocation remains, the Edme site would become underused or
vacant and that would be detrimental to the historic character of Mistley, the preservation
and enhancement of the Conservation Area / Listed Buildings and the amenity of local
residents. This would be contrary to the purpose of the planning system and sustainable
planning objectives Such an approach would also be contrary to the findings of the Local
Plan Inspector following the Local Plan Inquiry in 2007.

10.3

For these reason the Council must adopt the proposed changes to policies in the draft
Local Plan, that would deliver clear realistic aims for the redevelopment of the land, as
proposed in these representations.
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APPENDICES
1. Plan of the Edme site & context.
2. Photos of the site and a schedule of accommodation.
3. Copy of agency advice from Whybrow regarding demand for employment floorspace.
4. Anglia Maltings (Holdings) Limited business case for relocation of Edme.
5. Indicative masterplan & sketch views of the proposed vision for the Edme site.
6. Copy of transportation advice from Peter Evans Partnership.

Appendix 1
Plan of the Edme site & context

Swan Basin
The Abbey
Planning permission granted for six
dwellings (four existing)

Thorn Quay Warehouse
Planning permission granted for 45
dwellings and office space

No 1 Maltings
Converted to residential

No 2 Maltings
Grade II Listed Building

Mistley Station

Planning Permission Granted for
demolition of existing buildings, new
through road and new warehouse

Water Treatment Tanks
Serve Crisp Maltings

Edme Chimney
Crisp Maltings

License No: 100018684
This product includes mapping data licensed from
Ordnance Survey with the permission of the Controller of
Her Majesty's Stationery Office..
Weeley Council Offices, Weeley, CO16 9AJ
Tel: 01255 686161

Edme Site, High Street, Mistley
Site Features and Context

(c) Crown Copyright and/or database right 2007. All rights
reserved
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Appendix 2
Schedule of accommodation & photos

Appendix 2
Photos of the Edme Site and Context

Photo 1 – No 2 Maltings building, recently declared a Grade II Listed Building

Photo 2 – The Abbey, High Street, Mistley

Photo 3 – Lorry reversing from Edme site into Mistley High Street

Photo 4- Site activity

Photo 5 – Thorn Quay Warehouse, north east side of the Edme site.

Photo 6- Silos on the Edme site

Photo 7 – View of Edme site from the Green, including Edme chimney

Photo 8 –No 1 Maltings adjoining the Edme site, converted for residential use

Photo 9 – Mistley Station

Photo 10 – Recent Edme warehouse, which was subject to opposition by local
residents

Photo 11 – Mistley Quay Forwarding western operation

Appendix 3
Indicative masterplan & sketch views of the
proposed vision for the Edme site

EDME Maltings, Mistley

Background to EDME
EDME produces a wide range of high
quality ingredients for the baking, cereal
and food industries. The company is
successful and continues to expand,
particularly due to the innovation of
produce from its test bakery.

The existing buildings on the site vary in
age and condition, but are generally
dated and are not well suited to the needs
of modern business.

The existing buildings represent an
increasingly important challenge to the
business. In particular, regulatory changes
including those relating to food safety
have exposed the limitations of the site.
It is possible that the inadequacies of
the existing buildings could lead to a
significant loss of business in the future
unless the problem is addressed soon.

Aerial Photo of EDME site
EDME site boundary
Conservation
Character Area : Maltings
Conservation
Character Area : Mistley
Note: all area shown on map is within
the current Conservation Area boundary

EDME’s board has therefore taken
the decision to relocate the majority
of the production works to new
accommodation, which will ensure it can
deliver the best products to its customers
at the most competitive prices.

EDME must relocate as soon as possible,
given the scale of the constraints imposed
by its existing buildings. An alternative site
is being sought, ideally within the Tendring
District.

EDME is owned by Anglia Maltings
(Holdings) Limited, which is assisting
the company in delivering new
accommodation.

Site Boundaries

Maltings Number 2 as existing

